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 ‘   on the waste, beneath the sky. . .  ’

They caught him yesterday night. During the NCAA Tournament game on CBS. He called the 

Athens Police. Georgia. Said he wanted to turn himself  in and that he had 8 hostages and that he 

wanted to surrender on live television so that if  he was shot down trying to surrender everyone 

would see it. It’s pretty clear he shot the two police officers. It’s definite that one of  them is dead and 

the other is going to survive the gunshots to his face and shoulder. It’s unclear if  Ohio State can 

beat Kentucky and it’s been clear to me for years that the advertising sold to sporting events is 

designed to make men partially numb and to make them despise the parts of  themselves that aren’t. 

In ways related to some or none of  this, there’s dense weather in my house tonight.

     ‘   the one above. . .  ’



ii

 ‘   the other beneath. . .  ’

When I lived in Alphabet City, Manhattan, in the early 90s I used to leave my car, an early 80s Dodge 

Omni, unlocked with a sign UNLOCKED! on the dash. On clear nights, I left the windows down. 

Routinely, in the morning when I went out to switch it to the alternate side of  whatever street, I’d 

find some blurry man asleep in the back seat. It’s romance to invest his “this you, man? my bad, my 

bad. . .” with more than a sliver of  dignity, the sharp smell, like the smell that comes out of  the 

subway vents in the street, those men left in the seats worked me away from romance in any case. 

One clear night in July it stormed suddenly and I woke up and thought about my car and said fuck it 

and in the morning I came out to find that someone rolled up all four windows of  my car. That’s 

true. And then—and the truth is that in my mind it’s the same person, which certainly says more 

about me than about whoever it actually was—they threw a brick thru each of  the windows of  my 

car. One brick. When I came out in the morning it was alone in the backseat. Car flooded. Me 

thinking: someone did all this in the rain? Or maybe it was four people, strangers to me and each 

other, who found in my Dodge Omni, somehow, the impulse to perform this one identical act? 

While the car still had its windows, one man had climbed in, rolled them up, and locked himself  

inside. I knocked on the glass to no effect in the morning. He’s in there, face down. Out. As it’s said: 

dead to the world. I stared to see if  his back moved. It did. I had to go back up the street and up the 

stairs and search for the key to the doors which I hadn’t used in months. No key. I call a locksmith. 

Man one still in there, out. I’ll spare you the scene with the locksmith upon his seeing the out man in 

my car and me out with no key to get in. $50 to the locksmith. When I unlocked the car man one 

having slept thru the locksmith scene woke up perfectly lucid and suggested a $5 dollar fee for 

guarding the car. 



iii

 ‘   that before him. . .  ’

Lately, I’ve taken to sleeping with all the windows in the house wide open. The noise from the train, 

from the air conditioning of  the office building (in March?) across the street, something with claws 

verging into hands digs in the leaves the electric chorus of  birdshriek when the neighborhood owl’s 

in the air the sirens going to E.R. the silent twirl of  scent from Reg’s insomniac pipe two doors 

down. Outside is colder than inside and the invisibly-evident world falls over the sill onto the cursive 

capital K of  Stacey’s body under the covers. The gentle, beautiful, avant-blues when Ed—our 

reclusive neighbor—sits on his porch and plays his flute. I gather the rhythms like kindling and it’s 

true I measure them all against the legal availability, almost a civic duty, of  firearms in Georgia. And, 

these few nights, now, the blades of  the search helicopters, what Mzée calls, “Ka-Ka-hopters,” in 

thru the window, falling on and around the bed.  

I feel the labor of  feeling orbit the room. Gradients of  pressure concave and convex. The obvious, 

invisible structures of  this state where we’ve lived six years. Georgia. A bat flies in the window, loops 

the ceiling fan, and flies out. 100 grams of  sonar, fur and flight and, for five seconds, my phobic 

back glued to the sheet. This state in orbit, a convexity in which I feel like feeling feels like a 

conspiracy, a concavity, a silent volume, this state, trying make a mime of  me. 

      
     ‘   behind him. . .  ’
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 ‘   on all sides of  him. . .  ’

Jamie Hood. In 2001 his brother was shot dead by Athens police. He has five other brothers. And 

five sisters. I learn this from Stacey who learns it at work. The Atlanta stations have been showing 

his photo for days, the background of  the photo has darkened since its first appearance and, 

somehow, the darkening darkness of  the backdrop has collected in and around his eyes lending an 

attendant weight, menace I’d guess, to his face and aging him by a decade. Now, after serving 12 years 

in prison, he’s paroled, 33 years old, and on the run for the past three days after shooting two police. 

News Breaks into the broadcast of  the NCAA Tournament and there he came out the door, no shirt

—to prove he wasn't armed—while his family and some of  the family of  the hostages, several of  

whom knew each other, stood down the street and watched together on the monitors of  the TV 

vans. Jamie Hood twitches on camera. His face pulled to the side. I look to see if  he’s crying but he’s 

not, the twitch an action of  his shoulders not his chest.

They didn’t shoot Jamie Hood tonight. They cuffed him bare-chest down directly atop a fire ant 

colony. In back of  the TV reporter, three police to the side of  the SWAT van frantically brushing 

each other’s collars and arms and backs. Some of  the Hood family and some of  the hostages’ family 

hold hands and stare at the ground, praying in thanks. 

My old sign UNLOCKED! a flash in my eyes. 

The reporter : “Police are relieved tonight to have apprehended Hood before the slain officer’s 

funeral on Sunday.” 
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 ‘   whichever way he turned. . .  ’

Jamie Hood will go back to his place, another place, to another kind of  permanent absence from the 

civic world of  Georgia. Worlds. To the largely invisible, overwhelmingly black, world of  the Georgia 

prison system and most likely to the electric chair (still in use in GA) or lethal injection—most 

recently put to use in the state murder of  Troy Davis—chamber in Butts County. If  he makes it that 

far; and the TV splashes blue on the wall and we go back to basketball. And, I sit with Milan 

wondering, you know, how to raise him and be a person and teach a class and map the weather in 

the house when something in me was really hoping, insanely, maybe, that Hood would get away. 

Itself  a stupid fantasy, “away?”

We’re sentenced to ourselves. I know those sentences mean something to each other. So, the space 

between semi-colons at best. Or worst. In moments I’m struck to terror at how little I really trust 

outside this troubled weather in my house. I wonder about that sentence. Windows wide open.  

Imaginary semi-colons turning in the breeze like mobiles. 

—‘not in the stars, Brutus. . .’ burnt in the bridge each in the other—  

Now, an ad for some light beer where the woman bartender verbally disabuses some fool of  what 

we’re to take (by its absence) to be his (meaning our) manhood. I tell Milan that all advertising 

debases people who watch it. It has to do that. He nods. How else get people to buy all this shit? He 

nods. Stares ahead. TV on his face in blue and red flashes. Crime scenes. I watched him watch the 

rest of  whatever game turning around in my head the piece of  my being that, no matter what I 

know, still feels sick at the prospect of  state power's abstract reign over the living absurdity and, 

really, the killing criminality, of  this anti-social structure. I hear Gwendolyn Brooks in my ear, 

“Remove a little ermine, say, from kings. . .” and I hear Wallace Stevens sneer. 
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 ‘   from which it may be inferred. . .  ’ 

If  there was a gun to shoot the part of  men that laughs at ads like these beer commercials I’d buy 

the gun. But, there’s no gun like that. And, there are no hands to touch thru the caul of  numbness 

that protects whatever withered slice of  a person is the real target of  this economy. That’s success. 

My culture calls the wither itself  a privilege which is part of  why the terror which means it’s part of  

why I don’t have a culture. 

Meanwhile, how many black men have I watched "brought to justice" in images like these of  Jamie 

Hood? It's a never-ending stream of  images, in a way, at this point, whether we look or not, a 

continuous stream back to back to name it. . . 

Greg Velasquez. He was a good DJ. Called himself  “The Law.” That’s true. Dropped out of  high 

school in Chicago, Fenger High I think, and moved to Madison, WI to disappear into the college 

scene and spin records. And, he did. And we were friends. And, once in a while I’d see Greg wearing 

glasses he didn’t need with a notebook leaving some or other huge lecture class and he brought his 

little brother with him and put him through high school in Madison while he did what he did and on 

March 9, 2004, he had a nervous breakdown and went to look for his daughter at Red Caboose 

Daycare on Williamson Street. She no longer went there. When he insisted that they bring her to 

him and they refused he came up with a meat cleaver somehow. When the police arrived there was a 

stand off. The kids huddled in an adjacent room, Greg, broken and incoherent, wielding a cleaver. 

The police shot him seven times in the chest with 9mm bullets.  The incident was termed SUICIDE 

BY POLICE.

     ‘   the waste also, needless to say. . .  ’
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 ‘   was of  a dark colour. . .  ’

In the Wisconsin State Journal, the local newspaper, the following : “Officer Jean Papalia, standing 

behind the two shooters, told an investigator when she saw 39-year-old Gregory Velasquez with the 

knife, ‘she knew they were going to have to kill him.’ The fusillade of  shots sounded like the officers 

were ‘out at the range,’ Papalia said.”

In 1990, in my living room, asked on film about his work as a DJ, Greg said : “You have the woman 

or the man singing at the top of  their lungs when the crowd is at their peak. Then you take out the 

beat, the crowd throws their hands up and they scream and they just go off. . . it gets to a point, 

particularly in house culture, when it’s almost a religious experience, I’ve seen people get to the point 

where they were crying they were so much in tune to the atmosphere; crying of  relief; crying of  

enjoyment.”

SUICIDE BY POLICE ‘Christ,’ I think, who does that happen to?

And, I read that, days after he was shot, a city worker found Greg’s journal in a plastic bag in Tenney 

Park. The first sentence apparently reads “I wear my heart on my sleeve. . .” and that sounds like 

Greg but that’s all I read because I’d have to subscribe to the data service to read the full article and, 

really, having known Greg, I feel like I know the rest anyway which I don’t, of  course, and I hate that 

feeling of  knowing in myself  which is why I’d love to read that journal. 

Last time I saw him alive was on CNN coverage of  The Million Man March. The camera panned the 

crowd and paused, for a second, a full close up, on Greg’s rapt face listening to the speech as if  the 

sun itself  was speaking the words. By the time I thought, “that’s Greg!,” the camera had panned on.   
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 ‘   the colour could not be identified. . .  ’ 

Stacey and I are married, 14 years and three kids, and we argue and sometimes our arguments are so 

obviously about an inarticulate fact that we don’t know what to do or why in any way other than the 

most literal : dishes, laundry. Who’s got the baby? Who forgot to flush and left a load in the toilet! 

The closest, by whatever term, family is her parents’ house 618 miles from here near Baltimore. 

And, sometimes I end up accusing her of  putting an invisible barrier between herself  and the world 

and I tell her that I think she thinks I’m too exposed to—the terms of  which exposure feel to me 

like a kind of  banishment from—the world. And, I think I’m right and that means I think she is too 

but that doesn’t always mean I have the faintest idea, in my hands, of  how to touch her and maybe 

that makes her feel like I’m part of  the world that warrants the invisible barrier.   

14 years and Stacey says at least six of  them don’t count so more like eight and I say those here and 

there years, ok the bad ones, damn-straight count, in fact double, so more like 20. 

And private rituals. Or, if  private from the private does that mean secret? I mean if  private means 

secret from the public? As opposed to intimate which must mean simply on terms that don’t exist in 

public. I’ve known people terrified of  each of  these spaces and I’ve never met anyone fluent 

between them all. I know a few who are closer, I think, than me and I know it took them years of  

pain and play and labor to get there. Real intelligence. 

     ‘   with certainty. . .  ’
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 ‘   it seemed a dark absence. . .  ’

So, private. And, I remember things and sometimes try to touch myself  and often what I remember 

doesn’t feel like my life and what I touch doesn’t really feel like me at all. And, by lyric, I mean 

somehow invisibly and inaudibly—which isn’t exactly to say uncontrollably—fluent and by lyric I 

mean to know that, if  this is true for me, for us, it’s true for many. 

 

     ‘   the mirage of  union. . .  ’



ix

In a “Daybook” of  paper stapled together by George Oppen ca. 1964, he wrote : 

There is the area of  Lyric—the

area in which one is absolutely

convinced that one’s emotions

are an insight into reality

and death

But values—as they say—

—at a Dominican picnic, one summer back when there were only four of  us we sat on a 

blanket watching the band. Stacey gets up and walks away and a woman sitting with her kids 

and four—maybe?—sisters turns to me smiling and asks me a question in Spanish. The 

other women turn to look at me. I say I don’t understand. She : your wife, she speaks es-

Spaneesh? Me : no, not really. And she : Is she Dominican? And me : no, she’s black. The 

women bounce looks off  each other and back to me. Kids oblivious. She : jou mean black 

black? Me : yes, blackblack— 

     ‘   the dark colour was so dark. . .  ’



x

 

When it rains everything’s wet. When it snows everything’s white. Nature doesn’t miss. And, my 

recurring dream that I stand nude down the block from the streetlight in a silent snowfall. Face to 

the light back to the wind. And, I feel the flakes sap dreamheat where they land on my outstretched 

arms, the back of  my skull. And, I turn around and no snow at all has fallen where my shadow lies, 

long, from my feet like a body-shaped grave in the bone-colored light of  the street. And, I try to lie 

down in that open space, that space beyond nature, unknown to culture, but the space disappears as 

I crouch toward it.

     ‘   the color could not be. . .  ’
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The civic world of  Georgia, oh, now I mean another one. In my class, Black Music in American 

Writing, in 2011, at the University of  Georgia where they’ve just concluded a month-long 

celebration 50 YEARS OF DESEGREGATION I play “The Star Spangled Banner” sung by Marvin Gaye 

at the 1983 NBA All Star Game in Philadelphia. I talk about Marvin singing the nation, at the time, 

Reagan’s nation, back into proximate, viable concert with, to use a brutal phrase, black life. A rhythm 

track and a song-length homonym. Georgia is almost 40 percent black as a state. There are no black 

students in this class of  30—50 YEARS—and far as I can tell the students think I beamed down 

from some fictional planet. Their faces talk to me: “Is he black? Part black? He can’t be white. Is he? 

Can he? ” We talk a little about music and space, public space, private space, social space, intimate 

space. What type of  songs go in what spaces and why? “Even national space,” I say, and “Marvin’s 

kind of  connected the national and the intimate, the private, in his song. Can you hear that?” 

Students are nodding. An “anthem.” Then I say, obviously, there’s the actual black, or ‘Negro’, 

national anthem. They look at me silently. I say, “there is, right, you all know there’s a black national 

anthem.” The students stare at me in silence. I say, “Lift Every Voice and Sing”? Nothing. I ask how 

many of  the students grew up in Georgia. All but a few raise their hands. And, the state’s 40 percent 

black, and everyone one of  those persons knows this song and you all have never heard of  it? And, 

I’m thinking, how do I get to this fictional planet these kids (who are not kids!) think I’m from? I 

wonder to myself  for a moment of  my own silence and I think, on this planet, there’ll be no 

information. I hear sky and waste 

    

     ‘   could not be identified. . .  ’
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 ‘   the usual luminaries were absent. . .  ’

Samuel Beckett wrote his novel Watt in English while hiding from the Gestapo in Roussillon d’Apt 

in the early 1940s. As a footnote to the ADDENDA of  the novel he notes : “The following precious 

and illuminating material should be carefully studied. Only fatigue and disgust prevented its 

incorporation.”

In the ADDENDA  

on the waste, beneath the sky, distinguished by Watt as being, the one above, the 

other beneath, Watt. That before him, behind him, on all sides of  him, there was something 

else, neither sky nor waste, was not felt by Watt. And it was always their long dark flowing 

away together toward the mirage of  union that lay before him, whichever way he turned. 

The sky was of  a colour, from which it may be inferred that the usual luminaries were 

absent. They were. The waste also was of  a dark colour. Indeed the sky and the waste were 

of  the same dark colour, which is hardly to be wondered at. Watt was also very naturally of  

the same dark colour. This dark colour was so dark that the color could not be identified 

with certainty. Sometimes it seemed a dark absence of  colour, a dark mixture of  all colors, a 

dark white. But Watt did not like the words dark white, so he continued to call his darkness a 

dark colour plain and simple, which strictly speaking it was not, seeing that the colour was so 

dark as to defy identification as such.    
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The civic world of  Georgia. And, of  course, two of  the women at Stacey’s job know the Hood 

family. 12 kids, most of  them wild. Parents wild, too. One of  them said her sister’s daughter dated 

Jamie Hood in high school and he used to call the house til her husband insisted that only he answer 

the phone. A father in the home. And, I think to myself, I bet he didn’t sleep with his windows wide 

open. A filigreed, locked, steel gate over the front door. One tells a story she knows from the 90s 

about the Hoods and another family shooting it out across the parking lot of  Pinecrest Apartments. 

Bullet holes in the neighbors’ cars. Several of  the women know the black officer recovering from 

gunshots. None of  them know the white officer who was killed. They say that the wounded officer 

went to Timothy Road Baptist, said ‘everybody knows him.’ They say that’s the way it is, it’s the good 

ones that always get shot.

 ‘  Indeed the sky and the waste. . .  ’ 
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 ‘   a dark absense of  colour. . .  ’ 

Last year, the Principle of  Clarke Central High School, where Milan goes next year, which, Milan 

says, is also called “Dark Central” by kids at the suburban high school across the county line that 

runs just to the edge of  town. . . anyway, last year the principle told a group of  middle school 

parents, “this is a city school, we have all kinds of  kids here, I like to tell people we send them to 

Yale and we send them to jail.” I come home and ask Milan if  he thinks they spell “Darke Central” 

with an e? And Milan, laughs, “probably.” 

  ‘   a dark mixture of  all colours. . .  ’
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 ‘   the waste also. . .  ’

And, a few weeks later, I had separate conversations with two women (one of  whom clearly thinks 

she’s ‘white’ and I’m not sure about the other one) colleagues who’d come to my office with 

professional questions and then, incidentally, wanted to stress (to me?) their commitment to public 

schools. This out of  the blue. Then each had drawn up tears in her eyes and told me of  the terrible 

decision they’d had to make about switching their children out of  Clarke Middle School. Two in a 

week. And, “what did I think about Athens Academy?” I said I didn’t really think about Athens 

Academy, “I know it was the ‘white academy’ across the county line created in the 70s when they 

desegregated the Athens schools and that someone, a dean I think, had told me it’d been kept afloat 

largely by UGA professors sending their kids there.” One of  the women, openly crying by now, told 

me that her “son wasn’t thriving” where he was. She asked me how Milan was doing and I said I 

think he’s doing fine and I looked at her tears and felt violence swirling in the space—the space filled 

exactly with the difference—whatever it is—between what I call “fine” and she calls “thriving”—

between us. I thought to myself, in an electric kind of  pain, ‘I wouldn’t let my child go to Athens 

Academy if  she were driving a truck bomb up there.’ Sentences. Not in the stars. . . 

     ‘   a dark white. . .  ’



xiv

Thrive, v. I. intr. To grow or develop well and vigorously ; to flourish, prosper 2. Of  a person or 

community : To prosper, increase in weatlth, to be successful or fortunate. b. Of  a thing : to be 

successful, turn out well 1587. Hence : Thriveless a. (poet.) not thriving, unsuccessful, profitless. 

Thriver (now rare), one who or that which thrives. 

 ‘   which is hardly to be wondered at. . .  ’

When Milan was in fourth grade we were driving on Finley Street, projects on both sides of  the 

street, and Milan : there go the ghetto. . . And me : what the hell does that mean, man? And he : that 

means that that’s where the mean kids get on the bus. And me thinking he lives here, I don’t and I 

don’t know what to say so I say into the mirror “Milan, sometimes people seem mean when they’re 

really, really scared.” He nods in the rearview mirror. A few years later I’m raging around the house 

about $350! on a Sunday because Milan hadn’t quite yet got around yet to mentioning quite yet that 

his glasses (second pair) had been borrowed off  his face on the bus to school on Friday. Monday. 

There we are with Vice Principle Williams who : what grade are you in, son? And Milan: seventh. 

And Williams : well, when you going to start acting like it? Silence. And Williams : I’ve got the 

glasses. But, I want to know why you didn’t report the theft to me. Milan : they weren’t stolen. 

Williams : did you say he could have them? Milan : no. Silence. And, Williams : you didn’t report the 

theft because you want to be cool. Don’t be a snitch, right? Milan halfnods. Silence. Williams : let me 

tell you something, that’s a criminal mentality and that is not your life-style.  

     ‘   the color was so dark. . .  ’



xvi

 ‘   a dark colour plain and simple. . .  ’

And, today, I heard on the radio that the Mayor has asked the citizens of  Athens to “line the road” 

leading from the murdered police officer's funeral (held in the biggest indoor theater in town) and 

the cemetery. Who, I wonder, is that show for? It can't be for the slain officer. Who is such 

calculated to leave touched? Who untouched? Who untouchable? But, then, who is who, really? And, 

who is that? And, who isn’t? And to whom? 

      ‘  so dark as to defy identification. . .  ’ 


